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Abstract—This paper presents the second ChatGPT4PCG
competition at the 2024 IEEE Conference on Games. In this
edition of the competition, we follow the first edition, but
make several improvements and changes. We introduce a new
evaluation metric along with allowing a more flexible format for
participants’ submissions and making several improvements to
the evaluation pipeline. Continuing from the first edition, we aim
to foster and explore the realm of prompt engineering (PE) for
procedural content generation (PCG). While the first competition
saw success, it was hindered by various limitations; we aim to
mitigate these limitations in this edition. We introduce diversity
as a new metric to discourage submissions aimed at producing
repetitive structures. Furthermore, we allow submission of a
Python program instead of a prompt text file for greater flexibility
in implementing advanced PE approaches, which may require
control flow, including conditions and iterations. We also make
several improvements to the evaluation pipeline with a better
classifier for similarity evaluation and better-performing function
signatures. We thoroughly evaluate the effectiveness of the new
metric and the improved classifier. Additionally, we perform an
ablation study to select a function signature to instruct ChatGPT
for level generation. Finally, we provide implementation examples
of various PE techniques in Python and evaluate their prelimi-
nary performance. We hope this competition serves as a resource
and platform for learning about PE and PCG in general1.

Index Terms—Angry birds, procedural content generation,
large language model, conversational agent, prompt engineering

I. INTRODUCTION

The first ChatGPT4PCG [1] saw great success in exploring

the possibility of utilizing ChatGPT through prompt engi-

neering (PE) [2] for Science Birds [3] level generation. One

PE technique named data store and retrieval prompting was

discovered through the first competition, in which ChatGPT is

instructed to act as a data store. However, the first competition

had some limitations. In particular, (1) the first competition’s

metrics were easily exploited through the generation of the

same structures for each target character, (2) single-turn con-

versation prohibited the implementation of more advanced PE

techniques recently introduced, and (3) a suboptimal image

1Source code and raw data: https://bit.ly/cog-chatgpt4pcg2

classifier and the choice of function signatures hindered Chat-

GPT from reaching its full potential.

Therefore, we introduce a new metric, diversity, in this new

edition of the competition to counteract a prompt designed to

repeatedly generate the same structures for a particular target

character, which hinder the usability of submitted solutions.

Even though for a submitted prompt utilizing this repetitive

structures approach to perform well, the structure for each

target character must be carefully crafted through a certain

technique, e.g., human experts, evolutionary algorithms, or

other existing ML systems, we acknowledge that this does not

align with the goals of the competition. Diversity is intended

to emphasize that a generated structure not only needs to

be stable and similar to the target character, but also diverse

across all trials under the same target character. Diversity is

calculated by computing an average of cosine distance between

a pair of vector representations of each generated structure

across trials for the same target characters of each prompt.

To support greater flexibility in implementing PE ap-

proaches for this competition, we change a submission format

of the second competition. Instead of a single prompt text

file in previous edition, we now accept a Python program.

Accepting a program allows participants to implement various

existing PE techniques that require multi-turn conversation,

control flow, or external tools. Recently, various PE approaches

require these capabilities for implementation.

For example, least-to-most prompting [4] requires multi-

turn conversation, tree-of-thought (ToT) prompting [5] re-

quires the implementation of a tree traversal algorithm, such

as breadth-first search (BFS) or depth-first search (DFS),

and self-consistency [6] requires sampling multiple responses

from LLMs. We also provide examples of an implementation

for various PE approaches to help participants get started

and as educational resources for those interested in PE. To

ensure fairness, we impose some limitations on a number of

tokens used and processing time for each trial using a newly

developed Python package.

Another limiting factor of the previous competition was the

image classifier used to assess the similarity of a generated

http://arxiv.org/abs/2403.02610v1
https://bit.ly/cog-chatgpt4pcg2


structure to a target character. The classifier was trained on a

publicly available dataset of handwritten characters. However,

this was limited in the sense that generated Science Birds

structures often do not resemble cursive writing as in hand-

written characters. Therefore, we train a new image classifier

based on a new dataset, generated from various selected fonts

that resemble styles of Science Birds structures. Furthermore,

we also conduct a study to select a better function signature

for this edition of the competition, as this is another factor

that can influence the performance of the model.

We hope that participants can explore and learn more about

PE, which is one of the crucial skills for interacting effectively

with LLMs and LLMs-integrated applications. Like the first

competition, we also hope to gain a better understanding of PE

for PCG and push the frontier of PE. Overall, our contributions

are as follows:

• We introduce ChatGPT4PCG 2, the second edition of

ChatGPT4PCG competition, incorporating various im-

provements with the goal of educating and exploring PE

for PCG.

• We introduce a platform for developing and evaluating

PE approaches for Science Birds level generation. Ad-

ditionally, we showcase examples implemented on this

platform for various existing PE techniques.

• We perform and discuss experiments to confirm effective-

ness of the changes we introduce for this edition of the

competition.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Diversity for PCG Evaluation

Diversity is an important metric in evaluating PCG systems.

Several studies have discussed the need for reliable diver-

sity metrics in different domains such as natural language

generation [7] and image synthesis [8]. These studies have

highlighted limitations of existing metrics and have proposed

new metrics that can effectively measure diversity. In par-

ticular, one study [7] proposed a framework that measured

the correlation between a diversity metric and a diversity

parameter: the parameter used to control diversity in generated

text. Similarly, another study [8] proposed the rarity score to

measure the individual rarity of each image synthesized by

generative models. These metrics aim to quantify the diversity

or rarity degree of each generated output, allowing for better

evaluation and comparison of PCG systems.

Another way to measure diversity is through the use of

metrics such as entropy, which quantifies the amount of

variety in the generated content [9]. A related approach is

to use distance metrics to measure the dissimilarity between

generated content items. High diversity is often desirable as

it helps to avoid repetitive and predictable experiences for

players, enhancing their enjoyment and engagement with the

game [10]. Following the 2023 competition results, it is clear

that embracing diversity as a key metric will not only improve

the overall participant experience, but will also fuel a more

innovative approach to PE for Science Birds level generation,

encouraging participants to incorporate innovative ideas into

their submitted approaches.

B. PE

PE for LLMs is a rapidly evolving field, given its relatively

novel emergence. Various PE techniques have been proposed

recently and often go beyond single-turn conversation, requir-

ing elaborate algorithm design. Basic PE techniques that could

be applied within single-turn conversation, as in the previous

edition of the competition, include zero-shot [11], few-shot

[12], and CoT prompting [13], i.a. Nevertheless, more recent

PE techniques utilizing multi-turn conversation and control

flow have emerged, especially studies extending ideas of CoT

prompting, including ToT, graph-of-thought (GoT) [14], and

everything-of-thought (XoT) prompting [15]. ToT prompting

breaks a problem down into pre-defined smaller reasoning

steps. For each step, multiple responses, i.e., thoughts, are

sampled from an LLM and evaluated to choose the best one.

Then follows the BFS or DFS to form a chain of thoughts.

The ToT process then returns a final response.

GoT prompting extends ToT prompting by introducing con-

cepts of refinement (loop) and aggregation. In GoT prompting,

it is possible for an LLM to refine a thought by looping on

the same thought, while aggregation merges multiple thoughts

into one. With these two additional operations, the GoT

process forms a directed graph; hence the name GoT. Finally,

XoT prompting introduces an additional policy/value network

for Monte-Carlo tree search (MCTS) to estimate a search

structure, i.e., chains of thoughts, for an LLM to confirm and

refine. This offers higher efficiency as it is cheaper to sample

from a trained network through MCTS than having LLMs fully

inference through the entire thought structure.

Therefore, we introduce support of program as a submission

format in this competition to enable advanced PE techniques

like ToT, GoT, and XoT prompting. We acknowledge that there

are extensive studies that we did not mention here and worth

exploring. We encourage participants to experiment and try

various existing approaches or come up with their own novel

PE techniques.

III. CHATGPT4PCG 2

We update various rules because of the new changes

introduced for ChatGPT4PCG 2. We change the function

signature from ab_drop() to drop_block() follow-

ing our experiment as described in Section IV-C, which

is reflected in the rules detailed in Section III-A1. Ad-

ditionally, we add/remove/update stages in the evaluation

pipeline, detailed in Section III-A, where we also intro-

duce diversity as a new metric. We also decide to replace

gpt-3.5-turbo-0613, used by the previous competition,

with gpt-3.5-turbo-0125, the latest available GPT-3.5

Turbo model from OpenAI as of writing, for the evaluation of

this competition.

A. Competition Evaluation

We follow the majority of the evaluation stages from the

previous competition. However, we introduce several changes



to the evaluation pipeline compared to the previous compe-

tition to ensure compatibility with the updates introduced in

this competition. A summary of the changes to the previous

evaluation pipeline is as follows:

• We remove the qualification checking script as this re-

sponsibility now falls under the purview of the new

Python package and manual inspection of the submitted

programs.

• The response gathering stage is changed from using

the script introduced by the previous ChatGPT4PCG to

manually running the submitted programs.

• The similarity checking script is modified to use the new

classifier.

• We introduce an additional stage after similarity check-

ing, which involves diversity checking using our newly

developed diversity checking script. Further details about

the script and the metric are discussed in Sections III-A2

and III-A3, respectively.

• The scoring-and-ranking script is modified to incorporate

the new metric and adjustments described in Section

III-A3.

1) Rules of a Submitted Program

While most of the rules remain similar to those of the

previous competition, we update the function signature in the

rules and removed outdated rules regarding the constraints of

a submitted prompt text file from the previous competition.

Additionally, we introduce new rules regarding the submitted

program. We encourage our participants to review the exhaus-

tive list of rules on our competition website2. Below is a

summarized version of the rules for the submitted program

newly introduced in this competition:

• A submitted program must interact with ChatGPT only

via the provided APIs through our Python package to en-

sure a compatible output directory structure and fairness

of the competition. Our Python package will monitor the

amount of time and tokens used for each trial. Participants

are responsible for ensuring that they use the latest

version of our package upon submission.

• Any additional tools or services required as a part of

an approach designed by participants must be provided

to the organizers and ensure availability throughout the

evaluation duration. Any paid tools or services are the

responsibility of the participants to ensure availability to

the organizers while complying with the terms, licenses,

or agreements of each tool or service. We recommend

participants consult additional information on the envi-

ronment used for the evaluation to ensure compatibility

of their program3.

• The submitted program must not directly modify re-

sponses from ChatGPT to be written as a final output.

Modification of the conversation history of ChatGPT

with the intention of cheating is prohibited. Furthermore,

modification of the Python package such as its token

counter or timer used for the evaluation is also prohibited.

2https://chatgpt4pcg.github.io/rules
3https://chatgpt4pcg.github.io/evaluation#evaluation-env

• An error during a trial is treated the same as producing

an empty response.

• Each program’s total size (including additional data and

software to be downloaded as a part of the program

instruction and environment) must not exceed 1GB. Each

trial lasts only 120 seconds, and the maximum number of

tokens used per trial is up to 25,000 tokens. The sampling

temperature and random seed are always fixed at 1 and

42, respectively.

• We discourage the use of automatic prompt optimization

during the evaluation process due to the token limit. How-

ever, we suggest utilizing these techniques for discovering

optimal prompts to be used for the submitted program.

• Any programs that fail to follow the requirements are

automatically disqualified.

2) Evaluation Pipeline

The evaluation pipeline for ChatGPT4PCG 2 comprises

eight stages. There are changes in all existing stages, with

the addition of a diversity checking stage in this competition.

Each submitted program goes through all of the stages. The

stages are as follows:

1) Qualification checking: We manually inspect each sub-

mitted program for potential violations of the rules.

2) Response gathering: We manually run each submitted

program to generate responses from ChatGPT for all

target characters for a certain number of trials.

3) Code extraction: Similar to the previous competition,

we use the code extraction script to extract a series of

drop_block() function calls between the last pair of

triple backticks (```).

4) Text-to-XML conversion: We convert the extracted code

into an actual XML file describing a Science Birds level

using the text-to-xml conversion script.

5) Stability checking: We evaluate the stability of each

generated level using the Science Birds Evaluator intro-

duced in the previous competition. The Evaluator also

generates a picture of the generated structure using an

all-black texture on a plain white background, following

the same procedure as last year’s.

6) Similarity checking: We utilize the similarity checking

script introduced in the first competition, which incor-

porates an adjustment to use the new image classifier

introduced in this competition. The rest of the function-

alities remain the same as last year’s.

7) Diversity checking: We introduce a new stage as a part

of this year’s evaluation pipeline. This stage utilizes

a new script, the diversity checking script, assessing

the diversity of generated structures for the same target

characters using the same prompt across trials. The script

averages the cosine distance of unordered all-pairs of

outputs from a softmax function. More details about the

calculation can be found in Section III-A3.

8) Scoring and ranking: Same as last year, we utilize the

scoring-and-ranking script for calculating the metrics.

We adjust the script to incorporate changes we made to

include the diversity metric.

https://chatgpt4pcg.github.io/rules
https://chatgpt4pcg.github.io/evaluation#evaluation-env


3) Evaluation Metrics

For the rest of this paper, i, j, and k denote indices repre-

senting a particular trial, character, and program, respectively.

T , C, and P denote the total number of trials, characters,

and programs, respectively. In this section, we describe three

metrics used for the evaluation pipeline: stability (staijk),

similarity (simijk), and diversity (divjk) scores.

The calculations for staijk and simijk remain the same as

the previous competition with only naming changes for better

readability. On the other hand, the divjk is introduced in this

competition to counter repetitive structures for the same target

character by the same program. This metric encourages more

creative and innovative approaches submitted by participants,

with higher usability for scenarios outside of the competition.

In other words, the metric discourages hard-coding structures.

With the introduction of the new metric, we also adjust an

equation used for calculating the weight of each character to

include a component of the diversity score. Additionally, we

multiply the diversity score by the character score of each

team. The rest of this section discusses in more detail all

metrics.

1) Stability: The stability assessment approach of a gener-

ated level remains unchanged from the previous compe-

tition. The Evaluator still assesses a ratio of non-moving

blocks against total blocks. However, we rename the

stability score using the first three characters for better

readability. Therefore, the stability score is defined as

follows:

staijk =
total blocksijk −moving blocksijk

total blocksijk

2) Similarity: While the concept of the similarity score

remains unchanged from the previous competition, we

opt for a stricter definition of the softmax function, σ,

where its output is a vector in order to support the

introduction of divjk . In combination with a new naming

convention, we revise the equation as follows:

simijk = σ(zijk)j

3) Diversity: In contrast to staijk and simijk that are

calculated for each ijk, the diversity score is calculated

across trials for jk instead, as the diversity assessment

requires multiple instances of generated levels. This

score represents how diverse the generated levels are for

the same target character using the same program. The

divjk is calculated by computing the cosine distance,

Dc, of unordered pairs in the set A containing pairs

of output vectors from the softmax function, vijk =
σ(zijk). Ξjk denotes a set containing all such vectors

across trials of the same target character j from the same

program k. Therefore, divjk is defined as follows:

divjk =

∑|Ajk|
a Dc(v

1

a, v2a)

0.5T (T + 1)− T
,

where

Ajk = {(v1a, v2

a)|(v
1

a, v2

a) ∈ Ξjk ⊲⊳ Ξjk ∧ v1

a 6= v2a}

Note that the denominator of divjk represents the max-

imum possible number of unordered pairs except for

duplicates; a duplicate is (v1

a, v2a) where v1a = v2a. This

is to ensure that the range of possible values for divjk
remains consistent with other scores, i.e., [0, 1].

Subsequently, the character weight (weightj), trial score

(trialijk), and character score (charjk) are adjusted to ac-

commodate the new naming convention and the addition of

divjk . For brevity, we only list the affected equations. For

other equations and further details, readers may refer to the

previous competition [1] or the competition’s website4.

• Character weight:

weightj = w staj × w simj × w divj ,

where

w staj = max(1 −

∑P
k=1

∑T
i=1

staijk

PT
,
1

C
),

w simj = max(1 −

∑P

k=1

∑T

i=1
simijk

PT
,
1

C
),

and

w divj = max(1−

∑P
k=1

divjk

P
,
1

C
)

• Trial score:

trialijk = weightj × staijk × simijk

• Character score: We multiply divjk when calculating the

character score because divjk is calculated across trials,

as previously discussed. Similarly, w divj is averaged

across programs only, not across trials and programs.

charjk = divjk

∑T
i=1

trialijk

T

IV. EXPERIMENTS

This section introduces experiments performed to assess

effectiveness of changes introduced in this edition of the

competition. We study effectiveness of the improved image

classifier in Section IV-A; the diversity as an additional metric

in Section IV-B; the new function signature in Section IV-C;

and various implementation of PE approaches in Section IV-D.

In each experiment, we describe the setup of the experiment

followed by their results and associated discussions.

A. Effectiveness of the Improved Image Classifier

The image classifier plays an important role in the compe-

tition as the classifier is used for the similarity assessment.

Furthermore, we also use results generated from the classifier

for diversity assessment in this edition. Therefore, reliability

of the classifier is crucial. We find that the old classifier poses

one inherent limitation which is the dataset used to fine-tune

the model. In the previous competition, they used a publicly

available English handwritten letter dataset5. However, char-

acteristics of handwritten characters are very different from a

4https://chatgpt4pcg.github.io/evaluation
5https://www.nist.gov/srd/nist-special-database-19

https://chatgpt4pcg.github.io/evaluation
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generated structure in Science Birds designed to resemble the

character. The generated structure has a more uniform structure

and shape compared to the handwritten variants. Therefore, we

fine-tune a new classifier based on the same pre-trained model

with a better dataset.

To the best of our effort, we could not find a publicly

available dataset suitable for our purpose. Therefore, we create

a new dataset by generating images of all 26 uppercase

English characters from 99 fonts which we curate only fonts

resembling the characteristics of the generated structures and

have permissible licenses for our objective. In total, we have

2,574 generated images in our dataset. For each character, we

divide it into 90 images for the training set and nine images

for the testing set used during fine-tuning. We then follow the

same procedure described in the previous competition for fine-

tuning an open-source Vision Transformer (ViT) pre-trained

model.

Nevertheless, the testing set from our new dataset is po-

tentially subpar as a proxy for evaluating performance of

generated structures in Science Birds given the constraints

of the competition. Therefore, we prepare another evaluation

set (eval) that reflects this objective. This evaluation set

consists of manually constructed levels for all 26 uppercase

English characters in Science Birds, where we also utilize the

Evaluator used in the competition to generate images.

The manually constructed levels are obtained from the levels

provided in a prompt submitted by ‘dereventsolve’, the official

winner of the previous competition and manually crafted by

four co-authors. Each person is instructed to craft a Science

Birds structure that closely resembles the target character

as much as possible while maintaining the highest possible

stability needed to construct such a level. In total, we have

five evaluation images per character, totaling in 130 images

for the evaluation set. We use the evaluation set to evaluate

each model. The accuracy of the old and new ViT classifiers

evaluated using the evaluation set are 0.4538 and 0.8231,

respectively.

We observe the new ViT classifier performs much better, al-

most doubling the performance on the evaluation set compared

to the old classifier. This demonstrates the superiority of the

new classifier as an evaluator in our use cases. Therefore, we

employ the new classifier for this competition. Nevertheless,

we acknowledge the limitation of the evaluation set due

to its size, which stems from the fact that obtaining high-

quality human-crafted levels is expensive. This underscores the

importance of PCG and the main objective of this competition

in discovering the best approach to automatically generate

levels similar to the target character.

B. Effectiveness of Diversity Metric

We conduct an experiment to assess the effectiveness of

the new diversity metric. We use participants’ results from the

previous competition but rerun them in two approaches. First,

we rerun the evaluation pipeline starting from the new diversity

checking stage until the end. This approach is denoted as

“Old ViT Classifier.” Second, we rerun the evaluation pipeline

starting from the similarity checking stage until the end. We

denote the second approach as “New ViT Classifier.” We

note that the first approach also provides advantages for all

submissions, as some may be optimized to exploit the old

classifier. We provide the original, “Old ViT Classifier,” and

“New ViT Classifier” results in Table I.

The prompts ‘The Organizer’ and ‘dereventsolve’ employ

data store and retrieval prompting that could lead to the

generation of repetitive structures. These prompts store pre-

defined commands to build a structure for each character and

instruct ChatGPT to behave like a data store, returning an

associated value when queried with a key. In both cases, the

key represents a target character. Despite having only one

pre-defined structure per key, ChatGPT do not consistently

generate the same structure for the same target character

due to being a stochastic model. Therefore, the diversity

score for each character of these prompts is not always zero.

However, we observe that the penalty for diversity is applied

appropriately, as ‘dereventsolve’ is dropped from the second

rank to twelfth using the old classifier and fourth using the

new classifier.

There are two potential reasons why ‘dereventsolve’ does

not receive a significant penalty with the new classifier. First,

the majority of prompts are unable to generate a response in

the correct format, resulting in an automatic failure of such

trials and receiving zero scores across all metrics. This is

by design, as the competition aims for prompts to properly

instruct ChatGPT to generate a response in the correct format.

Therefore, prompts that fail to generate a level for a particular

trial will receive a zero score for that trial. Second, levels

provided by ‘dereventsolve’ are potentially human-crafted and

more closely resemble the shape of the character perceived by

humans. Therefore, ‘dereventsolve’ receives a higher standing

using the new ViT classifier, which favors levels with higher

resemblance to the character as perceived by humans. How-

ever, ‘dereventsolve’ still suffers from the diversity penalty

and cannot hold the second place in both evaluations.

Similar to ‘dereventsolve,’ ‘The Organizer’ also suffers from

the diversity penalty, as evidenced by a significantly lower

magnitude of promptk when using the new classifier com-

pared to the original. Furthermore, ‘The Organizer’ also gets

penalized for being optimized for the old classifier, in addition

to the diversity penalty. However, ‘The Organizer’ suffers

less from the diversity penalty compared to ‘dereventsolve.’

This could be due to the wording used for prompting the

model to retrieve information, where the approach employed

by ‘dereventsolve’ results in more accurate retrieval com-

pared to ‘The Organizer.’ We believe that this stems from

the characteristics of ‘dereventsolve,’ which incorporates a

compressed version of data and instructs ChatGPT to recon-

struct it in a correct form, leading to more correct retrieval.

Nevertheless, ‘The Organizer’ holds the first place across all

evaluations, likely due to similar reasons discussed previously

for ‘dereventsolve,’ where multiple prompts failed to generate

responses in a correct format and are penalized, lowering their

standing, unlike ‘dereventsolve’ and ‘The Organizer.’



TABLE I
RESULTS FROM THE PREVIOUS COMPETITION ARE PROCESSED THROUGH THE NEW EVALUATION PIPELINE, WHICH INCLUDES DIVERSITY CHECKING

USING OTH THE OLD AND NEW VIT CLASSIFIERS. THE 2023 COMPETITION RESULTS (ORIGINAL) ARE PROVIDED FOR COMPARISON.norm promptk
AND promptk DENOTE NORMALIZED PROMPT AND PROMPT SCORES, RESPECTIVELY. RANK REPRESENTS A FINAL RANK AFTER THE EVALUATION OF

EACH PROMPT WHERE A SIGN IN A PAIR OF PARENTHESES SHOWS A TREND OF CHANGE COMPARED TO ITS ORIGINAL RESULT.

Prompt
Original Old ViT Classifier New ViT Classifier

norm promptk promptk Rank norm promptk promptk Rank norm promptk promptk Rank

The Organizer 47.8425 0.3187 1 70.056 0.0577 1 (=) 54.6391 0.0352 1 (=)
dereventsolve 31.1547 0.2076 2 0.0808 0.0001 12 (↓) 4.1589 0.0027 4 (↓)

Soda 4.7588 0.0317 3 8.496 0.007 2 (↑) 11.3848 0.0073 3 (=)
AdrienTeam 3.3513 0.0223 4 7.9497 0.0065 3 (↑) 15.7905 0.0102 2 (↑)

Saltyfish1884 2.1244 0.0142 5 3.9943 0.0033 4 (↑) 1.4392 0.0009 9 (↓)
zeilde 2.1233 0.0141 6 2.445 0.002 5 (↑) 2.8 0.0018 6 (=)

Team Staciiaz 1.955 0.013 7 2.4223 0.002 6 (↑) 3.2831 0.0021 5 (↑)
Harry Single Group 1.8616 0.0124 8 1.6997 0.0014 7 (↑) 2.5088 0.0016 7 (↑)

hachi 1.5704 0.0105 9 0.5515 0.0005 10 (↓) 0.732 0.0005 11 (↓)
Back to the future 1.3773 0.0092 10 1.0352 0.0009 8 (↑) 1.5972 0.001 8 (↑)

v1 (Baseline) 1.1891 0.0079 11 0.8053 0.0007 9 (↑) 0.9407 0.0006 10 (↑)
JUSTIN 0.5243 0.0035 12 0.4642 0.0004 11 (↑) 0.7248 0.0005 12 (=)

Hope 0.1488 0.001 13 0.0001 0 13 (=) 0.0007 0 13 (=)
albatross 0.0162 0.0001 14 0 0 14 (=) 0 0 14 (=)

Prompt Wranglers 0.0023 0 15 0 0 14 (↑) 0 0 14 (↑)
For500 0 0 16 0 0 14 (↑) 0 0 14 (↑)

Excluding ‘The Organizer,’ we find that ‘AdrienTeam’ and

‘Soda’ are the best-performing prompts. Both prompts gener-

ate levels with high stability and similarity scores while also

maintaining a high diversity score for each target character.

They are able to maintain their standing in either second or

third places across the evaluations. Furthermore, they utilize

few-shot prompting; this indicates that ChatGPT may need a

few examples to efficiently perform the task given its complex-

ity and various constraints. We recommend that participants

further investigate the incorporation of few-shot prompting as

part of their approach and optimizing their prompts to ensure

that ChatGPT generates responses in the correct format.

C. Function Signatures

We perform an experiment to assess the effects of function

signatures used for the competition, as variations in a prompt

can lead to entirely different outcomes [16]. We evaluate

for 10 trials across all 26 characters. We prepare a total

of four function signature candidates, including the original

ab_drop(x, y). Each function signature is created while

referring to Google’s Python style guide6, with the intention

of coming up with a more meaningful function signature and

better conveying the functionalities of the function. We ask

four graduate students in computer-related degree programs,

each with prior programming experience in Python, to come

up with three function signature candidates each. Later, we

conduct an anonymous vote through an online service among

these students, excluding one facilitator, to select the top three

candidates with the highest vote count for this experiment. The

four candidates, including the original, are as follows:

• fs1 denotes drop_block(block_type: str,

block_position: int). This function signature

indicates the functionality of dropping a block

of type block_type at a specified position,

block_position. We include type annotations

6https://google.github.io/styleguide/pyguide.html

TABLE II
FOUR FUNCTION SIGNATURE CANDIDATES, INCLUDING THE ORIGINAL

FROM THE PREVIOUS STUDY, ARE EVALUATED USING THE PIPELINE

INTRODUCED IN THIS STUDY TO DETERMINE THE MOST SUITABLE ONE.
AMONG ALL FOUR CANDIDATES, FS2 DEMONSTRATES THE BEST

PERFORMANCE.

Function signature norm promptk promptk Rank

fs2 69.7537 0.0002 1
fs1 30.2463 0.0001 2
fs3 0 0 3

original 0 0 3

to guide ChatGPT in providing arguments of correct

types.

• fs2 denotes drop_block(block_type: str,

x_position: int). fs2 is similar to fs1 with a

slight change to the second parameter name, indicating

a position of dropping a block along the x-axis.

• fs3 denotes falling_block(type: str,

x_position: int). fs3 is designed differently,

describing the result of the function instead.

• original denotes the original ab_drop(x, y).

For the base prompt, we use a baseline prompt, v1, from

the previous competition and modify all places mentioning

the function names, parameters/arguments, and signatures,

accordingly. We use the evaluation pipeline introduced in

this study, including the diversity checking stage, for this

experiment. Table II presents the experiment results.

We observe that fs2 outperforms the other candidates. The

performance discrepancy highlights the significant impact of

function signature design on model performance, aligning

with findings from previous studies [16], [17]. These studies

indicate that LLM performance is sensitive to prompt wording,

formatting, and content organization in a prompt. Notably,

both fs3 and the original fail to generate correctly formatted

responses, resulting in zero scores for both programs. This

suggests that fs1 and fs2 provide ChatGPT with clearer context

https://google.github.io/styleguide/pyguide.html


regarding the function’s operation, compared to emphasizing

the result of executing that function.

Comparing fs1 and fs2, which have similar content, we ob-

serve that ChatGPT may favor a function signature with a more

straightforward parameter name. Specifically, x_position

in fs2 offers better contextual understanding compared to

block_position in fs1. The latter parameter name could

be ambiguous regarding its meaning without delving into the

function’s inner workings regarding the axis for a dropping

position. Therefore, x_position in fs2 provides clearer

expectations for ChatGPT and explicitly conveys how this

parameter influences the function.

D. Effective of PE Examples

We provide examples of how to implement selected PE

techniques. All techniques are evaluated in the same manner

as described in Section IV-C. We select seven PE techniques:

five basic techniques and two techniques requiring control

flow. The five basic PE techniques are (1) zero-shot, (2)

null-shot, (3) few-shot, (4) zero-shot CoT, and (5) null-shot

CoT prompting. The two PE techniques requiring control

flow are (6) zero-shot with multi-turn conversation and (7)

ToT prompting. For all techniques, the base prompts are v1,

the baseline prompt of the previous competition. We make

modifications and/or incorporate additional prompts as needed.

For zero-shot prompting, the prompt is the same as fs2

described in Section IV-C. Null-shot prompting adds an ad-

ditional phrase, obtained from a study [18] exploiting hallu-

cination in LLMs for enhanced performance, at the end of

the zero-shot prompt. For few-shot prompting, we add one

additional section called “Examples” at the end of the zero-

shot prompt consisting of one example for each of the three

hardest characters, i.e., characters with the highest weights,

according to the results of the previous competition, which are

‘G,’ ‘Q,’ and ‘S,’ ordered alphabetically. An example of each

character is selected manually using convenience sampling

from eval, described in Section IV-A, due to the lack of a

broader dataset for this task. Zero-shot CoT prompting adds an

additional phrase, obtained from [19], at the end of the zero-

shot prompt, enabling the model to rely on its own reasoning

abilities and perform the task according to its own reasoning

steps. Similarly, we add one additional phrase detailed in the

original study of null-shot CoT prompting [18] at the end of

the zero-shot prompt.

For zero-shot prompting with multi-turn conversation, the

first turn is the same as zero-shot prompting, while the second

turn is a format-guiding instruction to guide the model in

outputting a correct format as required by the competition.

Finally, ToT prompting is the most elaborate and complex

technique we select for this experiment. We choose a BFS

variant instead of a DFS variant, as we believe that a final

output may benefit from greater exploration at each step rather

than relying more on exploitation. This decision is made partly

due to the complexity of the task and the existence of multiple

valid solutions. Nevertheless, participants interested in DFS

are encouraged to further explore. We also limit both the

TABLE III
RESULTS WHEN EACH PE TECHNIQUE COMPETES WITH EACH OTHER,

DEMONSTRATING PRELIMINARY ANALYSES OF EACH PE FOR THE LEVEL

GENERATION TASK.

PE norm promptk promptk Rank

Zero-shot (multi-turn) 46.5437 0.0049 1
Few-shot 26.3907 0.0028 2

ToT 11.412 0.0012 3
Null-shot CoT 8.0634 0.0008 4

Null-shot 5.3641 0.0006 5
Zero-shot CoT 2.0619 0.0002 6

Zero-shot 0.1643 0 7

maximum depth, i.e., the number of reasoning steps, and the

branching factor, i.e., the number of thought candidates, to two

to simplify the experiment.

We adhere to the style of ToT prompting [5] to develop

prompts necessary for this approach. For a task prompt, we

use a modified version of the zero-shot prompt, incorporating

additional information about reasoning steps for this task,

along with an example of the task for character “A,”. To

evaluate each thought, we leverage ChatGPT by developing

another evaluation prompt that outputs two numbers indicating

the quality of a thought in terms of stability and similarity.

A final output prompt, used for composing the intermediate

thoughts along the chain, is the format-guiding sentence,

similar to the one used in zero-shot prompting with multi-turn

conversation.

We note that the techniques selected for this experiment are

not exhaustive. Furthermore, the prompts and hyperparameters

utilized for each PE technique in this experiment may not be

optimal. We hope that this experiment serves as a starting point

for participants to experiment with and further improve upon,

and as a great resource for learning PE in general. For basic

techniques, we select each technique to demonstrate how vari-

ations in the prompts could influence the outcomes, while the

other two techniques are selected to illustrate how participants

may implement a PE program for multi-turn conversation and

complex algorithm design, such as in ToT prompting. The

results of the experiment are shown in Table III.

Zero-shot prompting with multi-turn conversation shows the

best performance among the others. This result highlights an

interesting observation: this technique ranks at the top, while

the original zero-shot prompting positions at the last place.

This suggests that improper formatting is the primary obstacle

hindering the performance of the baseline prompt from the

previous competition.

This best-performing approach incorporates a format-

guiding sentence as a final step for evaluation, resulting in

a higher rate of ChatGPT generating in the correct for-

mat. Therefore, these results confirm the effectiveness of the

format-guiding sentence for this task and suggest that it should

be incorporated into approaches to achieve a higher score. We

recommend that participants incorporate a similar tactic into

their approaches for better performance.

Results obtained using few-shot prompting, ranks second,

reveal interesting observations. ChatGPT generally performs



well only for the characters with examples provided. However,

we also observe that this approach also performs well for

the character “I,” where ChatGPT stacks square blocks, b11,

vertically to construct the shape of “I,” even without seeing

such an example. This suggests the possibility that with ap-

propriate few-shot examples included in the prompt, ChatGPT

may be able to understand the task through in-context learn-

ing [12]. Alternatively, another approach to further improve

performance may involve providing better explanations in

combination with the provided examples.

ToT prompting ranks third in performance. This demon-

strates the potential of ToT prompting, which may achieve

higher performance with improved prompts and hyperparame-

ters. Additionally, this result indicates the potential of similar

approaches in dividing a problem into reasoning steps, with

exploration aiding ChatGPT’s performance. We speculate that

similar approaches, including GoT and XoT prompting, may

also show promising results.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We present ChatGPT4PCG 2 at IEEE CoG 2024, building

upon the success of the first competition in the hope of

sparking interest in PE and PCG. This competition introduces

several changes to enhance the experience of participants and

the fairness of the competition. One significant addition is

the introduction of the diversity score as a new metric to

discourage the generation of repetitive levels. In addition, we

improve the image classifier used for the similarity assessment.

Furthermore, we also change the submission format to a

Python program, providing greater flexibility in implementing

state-of-the-art PE techniques or devising new ones.

Numerous experiments are conducted to validate the ef-

fectiveness of the changes introduced in this edition. We

also provide an initial assessment of various PE techniques.

Moreover, we open-source all the implemented PE programs to

promote education in PE and its applications in PCG. Similar

to the first competition, we hope that our competition sparks

interest not only in PE, which is becoming an increasingly

important skill for effectively interacting with LLMs, but

also in PCG, pushing the boundaries of both fields. Like

the first competition, we plan to report results and findings

obtained from this competition to facilitate further discussion

and advancements in PE and PCG.
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